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Final GPS block IIR launched
By Staff Sgt. Stacy Foster
50th Space Wing Public Affairs

Brig. Gen. Cary Chun will relinquish
command to Col. Wayne Monteith,
21st Space Wing Vice Commander,
in a change of command ceremony in
front of the DeKok building at 3 p.m.,
today. Lt. Gen. Larry James, 14th Air
Force Commander, will be the presiding official.
Alternate location will be the Main
Fitness center and announcements
will be made in case of inclement
weather.
For more information, contact Lt.
Col. Jean Eisenhut at 567-3600.

50 SW/CC to hold last
Commander’s Call today

Brig. Gen. Cary Chun will hold his
last Commander’s Call as 50th Space
Wing Commander at the running
track next to the Main Fitness Center
at 10:30 a.m., today. There will be a free
barbecue following the Commander’s
Call. There will be a bus leaving the
restricted area for the CC Call at 10:15
a.m.. It will pick people up at the CC
Call at 12:30 to return back to the restricted area.
For more information, contact 50th
Space Wing Public Affairs at 5675040.

Spread the Word briefing
available online

An electronic version of the Spread
the Word briefing is now available online at https://ask.afpc.randolph.af.mil/
pubaffairs/word/word.asp. Briefing
topics range from the assignment cycle and tempo banding to upcoming
uniform changes and civilian hiring
procedures.
Personnel questions can be sent to
the Spread the Word team at stw.workflow@randolph.af.mil.

Sign up your school-age
child for the before and
after school program

The new Schriever AFB School-Age
Program is open Monday through
Friday, from 6 a.m to 6 p.m. for children Kindergarten through 12 years
of age. Children of parents who are
active duty, DoD Civilian (both NAF
and APF), DoD Contractors, and
Reservists on active duty or training
are eligible.
In addition, children with special
needs whose parents are within the categories listed are eligible. The program
is closed weekends and federal holidays.
Transportation between school(s) and
the School Age Program is provided by
Ellicott School District 22, and if children are unable to ride the bus, parents
are responsible for arranging transportation. The School-Age Program does
not provide transportation.
For more information, contact Toni
Hansen at 567-5364
More Briefs page 5
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A United Launch Alliance Delta II rocket carrying the Air Force’s GPS IIR-21 satellite awaits launch
scheduled for Aug. 17. The satellite will be the last of the block IIR series of GPS satellites, as the Air
Force transitions to the block IIF, slated to begin launching in 2010.

The final Lockheed Martin-built, GPS block IIR
spacecraft was successfully launched from Cape
Canaveral, Fla. Aug. 17, completing the series of block
IIR and IIR-M satellites and raising the total on-orbit
count to 20.
The block IIR spacecraft began flying in July 1997 to
replenish the network and replace older generations
of GPS satellites.
Lt. Col. Deanna Burt, 2nd Space Operations
Squadron commander, said the final eight craft were
modernized to transmit additional signals and provide
improvements aimed at greater accuracy, tougher resistance to interference and enhanced performance.
The GPS satellite program at Schriever is a collaborative effort between the active duty 2nd SOPS
and the Air Force Reserve’s 19th Space Operations
Squadron.
“We have a great symbiotic total force relationship with 2nd SOPS. We have a divide and conquer
mentality toward our workload,” said Lt. Col. Traci
Kueker-Murphy, 19th SOPS commander. “The reservists specialize in launch and modernization of GPS
and augment 2nd SOPS, while 2nd SOPS is able to
focus on day-to-day operations that deliver combat
effects to the warfighter.”
The next phase in the program for both squadrons
will be the transition to the Boeing-built, enhanced
GPS block IIF satellites, expected to begin launching
in 2010.
Eventually, the GPS will move to a block III spacecraft, which will provide even more capability to both
military and civilian users of the constellation.
“The block III satellites will bring increased accuracy,
anti-jamming power, signal integrity, search and rescue
capability and much more,” said Colonel Burt.
As one era comes to an end, a new one begins within
the entire GPS community.
“Lockheed Martin, Global Positioning Systems
Wing, 2nd SOPS and 19th SOPS have done an outstanding job continuing to improve GPS capabilities,”
said Colonel Burt. “We look forward to the next block
of satellites to continue to improve upon the stellar
performance of the IIAs, IIRs and IIR-Ms currently
in the constellation.”

Discovery of running talent a pleasant surprise for Air Force Lieutenant
By Scott Prater
Schriever Sentinel

For the next month and a half folks at
Schriever have the unique opportunity to
gain invaluable knowledge from a worldclass athlete.
1st Lt. Caroline White has dreamed of flying Air Force planes since she was 12 years
old.
She grew up as the middle daughter of two
Army parents in Tacoma, Wash. Like many
teenagers, her life revolved around school
and athletics.
As a pole vaulter, she earned district
honors for her performances with her high
school track team. She entered the Air Force
Academy as a track athlete in 2003 intent on
fulfilling her life-long flying dream. But Pole
vaulting didn’t last. After a season of track
competition, she switched to parachuting.
She joined the AFA’s Wings of Blue team
and spent the remainder of her Academy life
jumping from airplanes.
Those three years flew by quickly. Upon
graduating she quickly moved on to the
University of Maryland, where she completed
a Masters degree in Public Policy.
It was in Maryland where she discovered her previously unknown, or “hidden”
talent.
Convinced by friends to run a marathon, Lieutenant White entered her first in
November of 2007, with the sole purpose of
just having fun.
With virtually no training or experience,
she completed that 26.2 mile course in 3

courtesy photo

1st Lt. Caroline White is training in effort to earn a spot on the U.S. Olympic marathon team. From now until October,
Lt. White is offering training advice to Schriever personnel as part of the World Class Athlete Program.
hours, 9 minutes, shattering even her own
expectations.
“It was not only surprising, it was encouraging,” Lieutenant White said of her first foray
into distance racing. “It was a signal. I started
asking myself, ‘what am I capable of,’ and I’m
still trying to figure out my potential.”
Since that first marathon, she has competed
in multiple distances events: top-level marathons, Ironman Triathlons and 10-kilometer
races. Her training has ballooned. She now

runs between 80 and 100 miles a week and
is preparing for this November’s Twin Cities
Marathon in Minnesota.
This past April, she crossed the finish line
at the Boston Marathon in 2:55. By comparison, she only needs to shave 10 minutes off
her time in Minnesota to earn a spot in the
2012 Olympic trials competition.
See Running page 7
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August 29th

Welcome Home Parade

The Welcome Home Parade Committee
is proud to announce the

2009

Red White & Brave
Welcome Home
Parade

On Saturday, August 29th, Colorado Springs will gather to let the troops
and their families know how important their work and sacrifice is to us,
and how happy we are to welcome them home.
Soldiers, airmen, Marines and sailors from every base in the Pikes Peak
region will march proudly through downtown Colorado Springs. Marching
bands of all kinds will play as colorful floats roll down the street. We will
warmly welcome The 4th Infantry Division, formerly based at Ft. Hood and
now part of the Ft. Carson family, to Colorado Springs.
In 2004, a group of community leaders decided to bring our town together
to say thank you to our returning soldiers.
The Welcome Home Parade was a resounding success; 6,500 troops
newly returned from Iraq and Afghanistan marched with their heads held
high in front of 65,000 spectators. There were lots of smiles and a few
tears at this historic event.

www.csmng.com/welcomehomeparade
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50th Space Wing Inspector General office

Why do we exercise? This is probably a question everyone asks at least once. The answer;
because AFI 10-2501 requires us to. Although
this may be true, there is a better answer. We
exercise to prepare people for situations we hope
will never happen.
We exercise so that in the event of a disaster,
whether natural (Hurricane Katrina) or manmade (9-11), we all know what to do to protect
our people, our assets, and keep the mission
running especially during recovery.
So, what does it take to run an exercise? A lot
of coordination and help from every functional
area on base. The Installation Inspector General
has almost 200 personnel assigned as Exercise
Evaluation Team members and they are the functional experts. These EET members attend three
planning meetings before each exercise, and are
spread out around base to evaluate during the
exercise and attend hotwash and outbrief meetings after the exercise.
All of this is in addition to their already busy
work schedules. Without this team, we could
not conduct effective exercises. Their expertise
ensures we “train the way we fight.” Their hard
work ensures the base benefits from the contingencies we exercise.
During the past five months, we have conducted field or “Phase II” exercises monthly. Often
personnel at Schriever wonder why we go out to
the field. They say, “Schriever will never deploy
like this.” The truth of the matter is that Schriever
probably will not deploy on a large scale unless
something really bad happens. We practice to
prepare for that day.
We prepare deployable military members to
be ready and know what to do if they find themselves in a chemical environment. We validate
and re-enforce the importance of the Chemical,
Biological, Radiological, Nuclear and high-yield
Explosives training given by the Civil Engineer
Squadron. We also refresh and evaluate the skills
necessary to save a life that they learned in Self-

U.S. Air Force photo/Amber Whittington

50th Security Forces Squadron and Schriever Fire Department members work together during a recent exercise scenario
here. Nearly 200 Schriever Exercise Evaluation Team members plan and coordinate each exercise to better prepare
Airmen for deployments.
Aid Buddy Care. Finally, we train and evaluate
some security specific aspects of a deployment
thanks to our Security Forces EET.
Why did we have so many Phase II exercises
this summer? Every base in the Air Force has the
AFI 10-403 requirement to conduct at least one
Phase II exercise tasking more than 25 percent
of their deployable members every 20 months.
August was Schriever’s 20th month. Because
it had been so long since we exercised to this
extent, leadership made the decision to practice
enough times to task every deployable member at
least once before August. The Unit Deployment
Managers were required to create schedules to get
everyone in a deployable position out to Base-X
at least once before August.
Why was there a big push before August? New

AFSPC IG guidance from November 2008 told
us that they could observe any Phase II exercise
that met the greater than 25 percent tasking of
deployable personnel. If during that observation
we met their criteria for a Phase II exercise, then
they would count it as our formal evaluation and
not do an additional one when they come out
for a form inspection.
Despite, or perhaps because of, our high level
of readiness, the AFSPC IG team did not observe
Schriever personnel in August. This in no way
implies that time and resources were wasted
during the summer. Rather, potential deployers reached unprecedented levels of readiness
for real world contingencies or deployments. In
the end, that is exactly why we exercise.

I’m giving a
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Twenty-Fourth Air Force Activation
By Gen. C. Robert Kehler

the stand up of this unit, a great
deal of work remains for our new
LACKLAND AIR FORCE BASE, cyberspace team and the entire comColo. – Today is a historic day for mand. Many of the lessons learned
Air Force Space Command. After in operationalizing the space domain
months of discussion, direction over the past 27 years will apply to
and dedicated work by hundreds our efforts to bring military rigor to
throughout the command, 24th Air our Air Force networks. Fortunately,
Force at Lackland Air Force Base, these two domains share many of the
Texas, has officially been activated. same characteristics so our hard-won
Our command team has developed lessons will still be applicable.
Space and cyberspace
an extensive blueprint
share
three key characoutlining the first 100
Space and
teristics: access, persisdays for 24 AF. This
cyberspace
tence and awareness. The
blueprint is our guide
to integrate cyber- share three key cyberspace domain links
space operations with characteristics: our globally dispersed
military, granting access
those in air and space
access,
around the world and
to support military
operations across the persistence and into space in a matter of
milliseconds. Cyberspace
spectrum of conflicts.
awareness.
and space share a global
Every military member
characteristic of persistouches the cyberspace
domain and maintaining our ability tence, whereby the access granted
to operate, defend and exploit cy- by both provides enduring coverage,
berspace is a requirement all must denying safe havens to our adversarmeet. Every Airman in this com- ies. Finally, awareness provides us the
mand must skillfully execute the strategic view of the environment,
allowing us to determine where cacyber mission.
While extensive effort went into pabilities would be best employed
Air Force Space Command

to achieve desired end-states. This is
the key: combining our capabilities
brings game-changing effects to our
military.
We must all serve as cyberspace
defenders. There is no security forces
squadron in cyberspace; we are duty
bound to act responsibly every time
we access a network. Education will
be a key component in protecting
this domain; therefore, it is imperative everyone remain vigilant. A risk
accepted by one is a risk taken by all.
Dedicating time to obtain the right
education (CBTs, briefings and staying current with updates on the 24
AF web site: www.24af.af.mil) will
enable every Airman to be the front
line of defense in cyberspace.
Adding 24 AF to the AFSPC team
culminates a 2-year Air Force effort
to centralize cyber capabilities in
support of the Joint warfighter and
to adapt an operational perspective
for this domain. Each member of Air
Force Space Command has a vital
role in our new cyberspace mission.
Welcome to the team, 24 AF.
Gen. C. Robert Kehler

Air Force officials release staff sergeant selection statistics

RANDOLPH AIR FORCE BASE, Texas (AFNS) — Air
Force officials here selected 15,223 of 30,574 eligible senior
airmen for promotion to staff sergeant for a selection rate of
49.79 percent that will released at 8 a.m. CST Aug. 20.
The average score for those selected was 275.81, with an
average time in grade and time in service of 2.09 and 4.69
years, respectively.
The average score was based on the following point averages: 131.57 for enlisted performance reports, 59.01 for the
promotion fitness exam, 58.5 for the specialty knowledge
test, 18.3 for time in grade, 11.47 for time in service and

0.94 for decorations.
The staff sergeant promotion list will be released publicly Aug. 20 on the Air Force Personnel Center’s public
Web site and on AFPC’s “Ask” site at Spotlight and Enlisted
Promotions.
At 1 p.m. CST Aug. 20, Airmen can access their score notices on virtual Military Personnel Flight and the Air Force
Portal. Those selected for staff sergeant will be promoted
according to their promotion sequence number beginning
in September.
As a reminder, the selections are tentative until the data

verification process is complete, which is no later than 10
days after the promotion release date. Air Force Personnel
Center officials here will notify Airmen, via military personnel flights and military personnel elements, if their selection
is in question.
The virtual promotion release is one of the many technological initiatives AFPC has taken to deliver personnel
services via 24/7 Web-based personnel information.
For more information, visit the enlisted promotions page
on AFPC’s “Ask” Web site or call the 24-hour Total Force
Service Center at 800-525-0102.
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Base Briefs
Attorney recruiting

More than 1,200 judge advocates currently practice law
while serving on active duty as Air Force officers. If interested
in becoming a member of this highly trained and motivated
legal team, the Funded Legal Education Program may be
able to help. Each year the Judge Advocate General’s Corps
selects active duty officers to attend law school at the Air
Force’s expense. FLEP participants receive tuition, fees and
book allowances from the Air Force while continuing to
serve on active duty, thus receiving full pay, allowances and
other benefits while attending law school. The Excess Leave
Program may also be able to help. ELP allows active duty
officers to attend law school by using excess leave.
The leave is not charged to the officer and does not have to
be paid back. ELP participants also continue to accrue time
for promotion and retirement and remain eligible to use the
base exchange, commissary and medical services.
Under this program, the officer is responsible for paying
all educational costs and does not receive pay and allowances
while attending law school.
For more information, contact the Schriever Legal office
at 567-5050.

Paralegal recruiting

Until those parts come in and are installed, this traffic
light will be in operation 24/7. Please help spread the word
to all your folks to expect a RED light.

Diversity Day volunteers needed

Schriever Air Force Base will be hosting the 2009 Diversity
Day Extravaganza Aug. 28 at the Base Fitness Center. We
are still seeking volunteers to help organize, support, and
execute the Diversity Day event.
For more information, contact Master Sgt. Ellis Jennings
at 567-6765.

Command Your Financial Future!

This DoD event is designed to support and enhance our
installation’s financial mission readiness and augments existing programs. The Pikes Peak Financial Readiness Challenge
Event, “Command Your Financial Future!” will be hosted at
the Peterson AFB Base Theatre Aug. 21 and 22. The keynote
Speaker is Deborah Owens, Expert Financial Empowerment
Advisor. Additional event topics include: Identity Theft,
Investing for Tomorrow’s Economy Today, Better Than a
Budget, Retirement Reality and more.
For more information, contact the Schriever A&FRC at
567-3920.

Paralegal assist attorneys in providing superior legal counsel to commanders, first sergeants and other key personnel on
a broad spectrum of legal and quasi-legal matters. They also
provide assistance to eligible clients under the supervision
of an attorney. Paralegals support all areas of a legal office,
including military justice, claims, civil law, legal assistance,
contracts and environmental and operations law. Crosstraining candidates must be able to type a minimum of 25
words per minute, score a minimum general AQE score of
51 and have no derogatory information, including previous
Article 15s or court convictions.
For more information, contact the Schriever Legal office
at 567-5050.

Pre-separation brief

Traffic light on Falcon Parkway

Disneyland Resort Military Salute extended
to Sept. 30

In order to improve the traffic flow on Hahn Ave, the
traffic light on
Falcon Pkwy has been activated. There have been numerous reports of vehicles driving through red lights at this
intersection due to the habit of the lights flashing yellow. Be
advised there are parts on order that will allow the traffic
light to operate red, yellow and green during the hours of 6
a.m. and 8 a.m. and 3 p.m. and 6 p.m.

The Pre-separation Counseling briefing is the first step
to separating or retiring from the military. This briefing is
mandatory and a prerequisite to all other transition-related
briefings such as TAP. During this briefing you will learn
about all the benefits and services available to you when
you leave the military. Documentation of this briefing is
accomplished through the completion of the DD Form 2648.
If you are a year from separation or two years from retirement, start the transition process now.
Sign up for this briefing by calling the Airman & Family
Readiness Center at 567-3920.

As part of “Disney’s Armed Forces Salute” campaign,
active and retired U.S. military personnel, including active
members of the U.S. Coast Guard or Reserves are eligible for
a complimentary, multi-day admission into the Disneyland
Resort Theme parks, and can book rooms at one of the three
Disneyland Resort hotel properties at a special rate. For
example, at Disney’s Paradise Pier Hotel, active or retired

members of the military and their families may find hotel
rooms starting at $119 per night during the value season.
The number of rooms available at these special rates is limited. During the offer period, active or retired U.S. military
personnel also may make a one-time purchase of an adult or
child three-day “Disney’s Armed Forces Salute Companion”
ticket for up to five family members (including spouse) or
friends for the price of an adult one-day park hopper ticket.
Purchase your tickets at Outdoor Recreation, building 300,
room 133.
For more information, contact Outdoor Recreation/ITT
at 567-6050.

EQUAL Plus news

Airman Management System EQUAL Plus advertisements
offer military members the ability to volunteer for special
assignments outside of the normal assignment cycles. Two
enhancements have been added within the EQUAL Plus
area. First, a new AMS robot email was created which will
generate to an individual after they have volunteered for a
particular EQUAL Plus job. The e-mail will confirm they
have volunteered for a particular EQUAL Plus job. If this
action was done in error they will also be provided step by
step guidelines on how to withdraw their volunteer status.
The second enhancement deals with another robot email
which will generate after the assignment NCO has selected
the most qualified/eligible individual for a particular EQUAL
Plus job. The selectee will receive an assignment rip; the
individuals that were not selected will receive an e-mail
notification. Remember you may only apply for one EQUAL
Plus job at a time.
For more information, call 567-2240 or e-mail wayne.
kingsbury@schriever.af.mil.

Camping Package at ODR

Rent a camping package for less at Outdoor Recreation,
building 300, room 133. Camping package rental is just $50
and includes a tent, four sleeping bags with mats/pads and a
cooler. Significant savings can be had, allowing you to rent
bicycles and other camping gear for less.
For more information, call Outdoor Recreation at
567-6050.

University representative office hours

The following university representatives will be available
See Briefs page 7

Opening 24 August!
1139 Space Center Drive
Colorado Springs, CO
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navyfederal.org
Federally insured by NCUA. Copyright © 2009 Navy Federal NFCU 11246 (7-09)
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Open
House
Courtesy photo

A new home waits for its first occupant
here in Schriever’s newly constructed housing area. The first families
are scheduled to begin moving by
September. Tierra Vista is holding an
Open House, by appointment only Aug.
29. Contact Tierra Vista Communities
at 597-7200, to schedule a time to view
the new homes at Schriever AFB.
More information will be provided by
Tierra Vista Communities.
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Wing leadership enters social media realm
By Staff Sgt. Benjamin Rojek
30th Space Wing Public Affairs
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VANDENBERG AIR FORCE BASE, Calif. — The 30th
Space Wing’s commander and command chief are now
online.
As part of Secretary of Defense Robert Gates’ call for more
open communication in the military, Col. David Buck and
Chief Master Sgt. Angelica Johnson have created pages on
Facebook to facilitate that communication.
The creation of their pages on Facebook coincides with
the creation of a page for the 30th Space Wing. People are
invited to become fans of all three
pages.
“It’s important in this day and age to
use every communication outlet possible,” said Colonel Buck. “Our people,
especially our younger Airmen, are migrating toward these social networking sites. If that’s where they are, then
that’s where we need to be.”
People are flocking to social networking sites to meet old
and new friends, share information on various topics and
have plain, old fun. The commander has all this in mind
when he logs into his page.
“I hope to educate, I hope to inform, I hope to entertain,”
said Colonel Buck. “And along the way, maybe we can improve the way we’re doing business. Maybe we can break
down some communication barriers.”
While the wing commander and command chief plan on

using their pages and the 30th Space Wing page to interact
with Team Vandenberg, they see opportunities outside the
base gates.
“I’m looking forward to reaching out and connecting with
the local community,” said Chief Johnson. “In an open forum
like this, we can not only get to know our neighbors better,
but also quickly respond to any concerns they may have.”
Another opportunity provided by entering the realm of
social media is reaching out to people who may not know
much about the 30th Space Wing’s mission or space in general. Educating the public is one of the bigger goals of these
pages, Colonel Buck said.
“Space is not as visible as, say, an F-22
screaming across the sky,” he said. “It’s
just as valuable, but not as visible. So
it’s not just the Airmen or retirees we
need to reach; it’s those people who are
very removed from the space business,
someone who wants to learn more or
just talk about space.”
Whether they want to share a photo, ask about the next
Fit to Fight Run or find out more about space launch, fans of
any of the pages shouldn’t expect their messages to be lost in
cyberspace. The wing commander and command chief said
they will use this social media tool for its intended purpose:
communication.
“We’re not online to police the Internet, we’re here for
open communication,” said Chief Johnson. “It’s like the
ultimate ‘open-door policy.’”
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“It starts with you”
U.S. Air Force photo/Denise Curtis

Chief Master Sgt. Patrick Sheehan, 50th Space Wing command chief
master sergeant, speaks to faculty and staff of District 22 schools about
the importance of the roles they play in educating children as the new
school year gets underway. The meeting was the faculty and staff’s
first day back to prepare for the upcoming school year.

Air Force FOIA requests can now be made online
SCOTT AIR FORCE BASE, Ill — The U.S. Congress
established the Freedom of Information Act to allow public access to U.S. government records, ensuring both an
informed citizenry and government accountability. Now,
taking advantage of the FOIA process to access Air Force
information has become easier. Members of Scott’s Air Force
Network Integration Center (formerly known as Air Force
Communications Agency), under the direction of the Air
Staff FOIA Functional Advocate, have developed a streamlined way to automate FOIA requests.
The Air Force has 20 business days to get the information
to the requester when a FOIA request is made. Due to the
high demand of FOIA requests, however, the Air Force often
failed to meet this 20-day deadline, resulting in a backlog of
requests. In an effort to better serve the public, the Office of
Warfighting Integration and the Chief Information Officer
tasked AFNIC to field a new Web-based application that
allows online FOIA submissions. AFNIC responded with
a $5 million, five-year electronic FOIA (eFOIA) program to
support as many as 750 Air Force FOIA Managers processing
an average of 10,000 cases annually. The eFOIA system should
decrease case processing time as users become familiar with
the system. The secure public access link feature is a new online interface to submit and track FOIA requests. Permitting
citizens to request information with an online form, this
application also includes a reading room library consisting
of previously-released documents. This will reduce public
requests by consolidating duplicative MAJCOM and base
reading rooms into a unified, up-to-date reading room.
The eFOIA system, called FOIAXpress, makes it easy to
enter requests and appeals into the system from written
or electronic requests. This includes a complete advanced

electronic redaction toolset for search, retrieval, and reference
and compliance reporting. Allowing for request submission,
delivery, and progress tracking over the Internet, the public
access link is a first for the Air Force.
An initial version of the system was fielded at Langley
Air Force Base, Va., earlier this year, achieving a final Air
Force-wide capability March 30 which allows full public
access. In addition, data of previous FOIA records successfully migrated on June 21, allowing FOIA managers to access
legacy FOIA data stored in a central location.
A wide range of organizations participated in this project.
AFNIC at Scott, 754th Contracting Squadron at MaxwellGunter Air Force Base, Ala., 67th Network Warfare Wing
at Langley AFB, SAF/XCP at the Pentagon, and ACC/A6 at
Langley AFB all played key roles.
“It was a joint effort with engineers, computer programmers, project managers, contractors, and budget officials from
across the Air Force,” said Rick Jolly, AFNIC project leader.
“This multifaceted cross-organizational group accomplished
a tremendous feat in a short amount of time by delivering a
21st century automated FOIA capability. This will provide
releasable information to US citizens as required by law in
a timely manner.”
The new eFOIA system will more effectively disclose releasable information in accordance with the precepts of a
free and democratic country. Further, it will help ensure
that the Air Force will be in full compliance with the Open
Government Act of 2007, the Jan. 21 Presidential FOIA
Memorandum, and the March 19 U.S. Attorney General
guidelines regarding a commitment to accountability and
transparency within the government while using the latest
technology. The project has been a significant undertaking
and now enters the sustainment phase of steady state operations for the Air Force.
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From page 1
“My time in the Boston Marathon was pretty decent,” she
said. “I’m hoping to run 2:45 at the Twin Cities Marathon,
the course is less difficult and I’ve put in some solid training
for the past two months.”
In the meantime, Lieutenant White has put her pilot training on hold. She has been participating in the World Class
Athlete Program, which allows her to train for the Olympic
qualifying event and assist Air Force members with their
training and fitness goals.
“I advise, coach and help people who are looking to improve their times and who are looking into long-distance
running,” she said. “And I can help anyone. Somebody asked
me the other day for fitness advice. They didn’t even plan
on running.”
Most people she advises need help with nutrition or a
coherent training program. She’s even fielded questions
about tapering prior to competitions. She said most folks
just send her an e-mail and then she either sets up a time
and place to meet or talk over the phone.
Lieutenant White will be here in Colorado Springs until October and she can be reached at usafrunner@gmail.
com.
The clock is ticking. Schriever personnel can only gain
her advice for the month and half. Following the November
Olympic qualifying marathon, Lieutenant White will enter
pilot training at Sheppard AFB in Wichita Falls, Texas.

Briefs
From page 5
in the DeKok building, room 310 at the specified dates and
times: Webster University: Every first and third Monday, 11
a.m. to 2 p.m. (Rep- Bill Houth, 574-7562); Colorado State
Pueblo: Tuesdays, 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. (Rep-Rick Perez, 5743312; Devry University: Every first and third Wednesday,
10 a.m. to noon, and every first Thursday, 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
(Rep-Cedric Johnson, 963-1688); Pikes Peak Community
College: Every second Monday, 10 a.m. to noon (Rep-Ron
Shields, 502-4300); Embry Riddle: Every second and fourth
Tuesday, 1 to 4 p.m. (Rep-Michelle Erlacher, 567-6858);
Regis University: Every fourth Thursday, noon to 4 p.m.
(Rep-John Hill, 264-7021); University of Phoenix: Fridays,
10 a.m. to 1 p.m. (Crista Hill, 235-4077).
For more information, contact Tech Sgt. Cassandra
Bushyeager, 50 FSS/CAA at 567-5927.

Denver Museum of Nature and Science to
host “Night Under a Middle Eastern Sky”

“Night Under a Middle Eastern Sky” will be held at
the Denver Museum of Nature and Science Aug. 21-22
for military families from all branches of the military
who have experienced deployment in the past year, have
a loved one currently deployed or about to deploy in the
next six months. “Operation: Military Kids” is excited
to offer the Middle Eastern Sky at the planetarium, the
IMAX Theatre Grand Canyon movie, numerous Museum
displays and the Denver Zoo. Each family must fill out
a registration form and submit a refundable $25 deposit
to hold your place and checks will be returned to you on
the second day.
For more information, contact Shauna Woods, OMK State
Coordinator, at 970-491-1807 or by email at shauna.woods@
colostate.edu.
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History Quiz
Last week’s
answer:

On Aug. 10, 1953, the 50th
Fighter-Bomber (now Space)
Wing arrived at Hahn Air Base,
Germany. Colonel Wallace S.
Ford commanded the wing.
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This week’s
question:

On Aug. 16, 1944, the 50th
Fighter (now Operations)
Group and its P-47s moved to
this airfield in France, continuing its move across Europe and
providing air interdiction and
support to ground forces.
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JAG visits to ensure consistency across deployed legal operations
By Capt. Larry van der Oord
386th Air Expeditionary Wing Public Affairs

U.S. Air Force photo/Staff Sgt. Shaun Emery

Maj. Gen. Charles J. Dunlap Jr., the Air Force deputy judge advocate general,
toured the 386th Air Expeditionary Wing Aug. 18 as part of an eight-day visit to
various deployed locations to inspect military justice operations.

SOUTHWEST ASIA (AFNS) — Maj. Gen. Charles J.
Dunlap Jr., the Air Force deputy judge advocate general,
visited the 386th Air Expeditionary wing here Aug. 18 and
began an eight-day Article Six visit to various deployed
locations throughout the area of operations.
The designation of the visit refers to Article Six of the
Uniform Code of Military Justice requiring the Air Force
JAG or appointed designee to make frequent visits to
the field to inspect military justice operations. The visit
provides a look into overall legal operations to ensure
deployed personnel are presented with appropriate legal
support.
“It gives us some ground truth as to what’s going on
with our folks forward,” said General Dunlap. “We want
to make sure we are doing everything we can back home
to support those who are deployed.”
General Dunlap stressed that a main goal of this trip
is to ensure Air Force JAGs are consistently providing a
high level of service to customers. One specific success
story he highlighted was the tax assistance program
initiated by the 386th AEW legal team. The program is
being used as a model to institute similar initiatives at
other deployed locations.
When he visits legal offices in Iraq, his focus will turn
to detainee operations. General Dunlap discussed both
the ethical and practical military importance of this
specific mission.
“It’s absolutely critical to ensure the (detainee operation) mission is done correctly for two reasons,” he
said. “First, it’s simply the right thing to do. We are
Americans, we have standards and we want to make
sure people are treated the right way. Second, we want
to make sure we don’t do something that the enemy is
able to exploit.”
General Dunlap also remarked on several specific areas

in which he feels JAGs most contribute to the overall
fight.
“One major contribution JAG makes is in the Air
Operations Center ensuring that the way we conduct
air operations not only complies with the Law of Armed
Conflict, but also with further restrictions placed by the
rules of engagement,” he said.
Another JAG contribution concerns making sure commanders have access to the kind of advice they need to
perform their function.
“In the 21st century, things have become very legalistic,”
General Dunlap said. “We want to make sure commanders get to where they want to be and still remain fully compliant with the law; and that’s not always intuitive.”
JAG involvement in strategic planning also plays an
important role in deployed operations, General Dunlap
said.
“I believe that adversaries today are looking to undermine our operations by characterizing them as being illegal, unlawful or somehow improperly executed,”
he said. “They use that as a tool to erode support for
those operations, particularly among the populace of
democracies.”
Getting legal support at the ground level when constructing a strategic vision for an operation is critical,
General Dunlap said.
“We want our Airman not to have to wonder whether
or not they’re doing the right thing,” he said. “We want
them to have confidence that experienced and knowledgeable military lawyers have reviewed and approved
the plans for a particular operation.”
Currently, there are approximately 150 Air Force JAGs
and paralegals deployed worldwide. The vast majority
of those individuals are serving in the U.S. Central
Command AOR.
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